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Virtual Reality and Migration to Virtual Space W. P. S. Wickramasinghe Faculty of Information Technology University of Moratuwa [email protected] Abstract: Virtual Reality is an artificial environment created by computers in which people can immerse themselves and get the sense of a real environment. It is a way for humans to visualize, manipulate and interact with computers and extremely complex data. This technology allows a user to interact with a computer simulated environment, which can be real or imagined one. Virtual Reality environments are varying from visual experiences to simulations with sensory information and getting popular in several areas like trainings in health care, treatments for anxiety disorders, learning environments, business and marketing, entertainment and scientific visualization. This paper briefs the application of Virtual Reality in some of above areas, technologies used, problems caused, and the quality of the interaction.



1. Introduction



V



IRTUAL reality is the simulation of a real or imagined environment that can be experienced visually in the three dimensions of width, height, and depth. Additionally it provides an interactive experience visually, in complete real time motion with sound and possibly with tactile and other forms of feedback [18]. Virtual Reality can be mainly divided into two categories as the simulation of real environments such as the inside of a building or a spacecraft often with the purpose of training or education and the development of an imagined environment, typically for a game or educational adventure. Virtual Reality itself is not a standalone technology, but it uses developments from various areas of the information technologies, media technology, sensor technique, research about human perception (eyesight, hearing, sense of balance, touch, smell and experiencing emotions), psychology etc. Additionally Virtual Reality technologies enable new ways to visualize large amounts of data and complex processes and visualization and simulation technology of Virtual Reality makes it possible to interact with virtual objects, move in virtual spaces and execute various tasks.



Therefore use of Virtual Reality in various areas has been considered and some were implemented. But still there are lots of limitations like reliability issues, high initial implementation cost, rendering speed [18], required computational power, less



realistic sound [17] and some fields are still open areas of research. Purpose of this paper is to discuss about several virtual environments (including a collaborative learning environment, a Cybertherapy environment, manufacturing simulation, heart surgery, driving simulation, scientific visualization and gaming systems) in detail, giving special attention to environment organization and technologies used. This paper gives a brief overview about Virtual Reality in section 2, then lists some of major researches in section 3, describes the application of Virtual Reality in several major environments and provides overview of technologies used in each environment in section 4. Section 5 is on future directions, while section 6 focused on Virtual reality limitations in general. Then section 7 discusses about advantages and concerns as a whole.



2. Overview – Virtual Reality Nowadays, the term 'Virtual Reality' is used in a variety of ways and often in a confusing and misleading manner. Initially, the term referred to 'Immersive Virtual Reality.' In immersive Virtual Reality, the user becomes fully immersed in an artificial, three dimensional world that is completely generated by a computer. The headmounted display (HMD) was the first device used for an immersive experience.



Figure 1: Head Mounted Display [12] A typical HMD houses two small class display screens and an optical system that channels the images from the screens to the eyes, thereby,



also needed for practical applications like networked users at different locations [4]. All users see the same virtual environment from their respective points of view. Each user is presented as a virtual human (avatar) to the other participants.



presenting a stereo view of a virtual world. A motion tracker continuously measures the position and orientation of the user's head and allows the image generating computer to adjust the scene representation to the current view. As a result, the viewer can look around and walk through the surrounding virtual environment.



VR Concepts - Depth Cueing Depth cueing is the process of blending image colors with the background color (typically black) with the distance from the camera viewpoint increases. This improves the perception of depth and shape for 3D objects enormously, especially for complex curved surfaces.



There are some alternative concepts like BOOM and CAVE, which were also developed for immersive viewing of virtual environments to overcome the often uncomfortable intrusiveness of a head-mounted display. The BOOM (Binocular Omni-Orientation Monitor) is a head coupled stereoscopic display device. Screens and optical system are housed in a box that is attached to a multi-link arm. The user looks into the box through two holes, sees the virtual world, and can guide the box to any position within the operational volume of the device. Head tracking is accomplished via sensors in the links of the arm that holds the box.



For implement the Depth Cueing, constant user intervention is required for different views and objects, because the results depend greatly on the distance between the camera and the objects. If the camera is at a distant location, all objects lie within the field of view. Therefore to model Depth Cueing, an algorithm called "DReAMM" is widely used. DReAMM is an algorithm that is more flexible and it minimizes user intervention. Each time DReAMM executes, the last known camera position is used to find the nearest and furthest points on the objects being rendered. Next, the objects' colors are blended with the background across this range, and the distance between the camera and the objects has no effect.



The CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) provides the illusion of immersion by projecting stereo images on the walls and floor of a room-sized cube. Several persons wearing lightweight stereo glasses can enter and walk freely inside the CAVE. A head tracking system continuously adjusts the stereo projection to the current position of the leading viewer.



Color blending between the near and far points is exponential, determined by a fraction of the entire range of color blending. Increasing or decreasing this value brightens or darkens distant colors.



When talking about Virtual Reality, input devices and other sensual technologies takes major part. Here input devices including data gloves, joysticks, and hand held wands allow the user to navigate through a virtual environment and to interact with virtual objects. Directional sound, tactile and force feedback devices, voice recognition like technologies are being used to improve the immersive experience and to create more realistic like interfaces.



Global illumination Global illumination is a group of algorithms used in 3D computer graphics, which are used to add more realistic lighting to 3D scenes. These algorithms consider light that comes directly from light sources as well as light come from reflecting by other surfaces (direct illumination and indirect illumination).



A Virtual Reality environment usually holds several unique characteristics. It should provide a natural interface to the users for the navigation in three-dimensional space and should allow for lookaround, walk-around, and fly through capabilities. This is achieved by head referenced viewing. Perception of depth and the sense of space must be there. Stereoscopic viewing is used for this purpose. The presenting virtual world should be in full scale and must be related properly to the human size. Realistic interactions with virtual objects and manipulation, operation, and control of devices in the virtual world should be possible. Networked applications with shared virtual environments are



Even though images rendered using global illumination algorithms often appear more realistic than the images rendered using only direct illumination algorithms; global illumination algorithms are computationally more expensive and consequently much slower to generate. Therefore the selection to use it and the extent has to decide appropriately. One common approach of compute the global illumination of a scene is storing of information
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discontinuity. Therefore, the tradeoff between the rendering time and the graphic resolution for the three dimensional graphic scene must be considered from both the software and hardware perspective.



with the geometry. That stored data then be used to generate images from different viewpoints for generating walkthroughs of a scene without having to go through expensive lighting calculations repeatedly.



3. Major Researches in Virtual Reality



VRML On the WWW, VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) is widely used for Virtual Reality implementations. Therefore in addition to HTML, VRML has become a standard authoring tool for the web in Virtual Reality. VRML provides three dimensional worlds with integrated hyperlinks on the web, enabling home pages to become home spaces. For the viewing of VRML models using a web browser a VRML plug-in is needed and graphics on the monitor can be controlled by the mouse. The syntax and data structure used in VRML provide an excellent tool for the modeling of three dimensional worlds that are functional and more interactive.



One major area of research is Intelligent Virtual Environments [6]. The area of intelligent virtual environments is about development of a new technology. That is intersection between virtual environments and artificial intelligence. It considers the use of artificial intelligence techniques as a component which can be used to enhance the interactivity of a virtual environment. More specifically use of artificial intelligence systems in scheduling and planning, so reconciling the interactivity of problem solving of a virtual environment. Another major area of research is training health care professionals for complex surgical procedures using Virtual Reality. This has got the attention of many people, because of mistakes during the learning process becomes more dramatic in a surgery like event. Virtual Reality allows learning happen actively, without taking the risk. At present there are tools developed for this purpose, which were designed for particular kind of surgery. Still researches are happening to improve reliability and usability of these training tools and to develop new tools for complex surgeries. One such developed tool for surgeries is open heart surgery simulator on congenitally malformed hearts [22]. This simulator illustrates various elements of difficult surgical procedures, and allows surgeons to practice these elements virtually. So this kind of tools can be used in training trainee surgeons faster and more safely in their usual learning. Furthermore they can be used to help experienced surgeons during their preoperative planning of the most complex cases.



VR Related Technologies There are more Virtual Reality related technologies available, which combine virtual environments with real environments. Motion trackers are engaged to monitor the movements of people in the real world. The technologies of “Augmented Reality” allow for the viewing of real environments with superimposed virtual objects (Augmented reality is a computer research field which is dealing with the combination of real world and computer generated data) [25]. Tele-medicine, Tele-robotics like systems immerses a viewer in a real world that is captured by video cameras at a distant location and allow for the remote handling of real objects using robot arms and manipulators. The applications of Virtual Reality is now becoming virtually unlimited. It is also reshaping the interface between people and information technology by offering new ways for the communication of information, the visualization of processes, and the innovative expression of ideas.



Another popular area of research with continuous improvements is High Resolution Virtual Reality. Human visual system has designed not only for viewing photographs, but for viewing of 3D with unrestricted head moving. Therefore the positions of the virtual and the real objects must coincide within a fraction of an inch in most cases. Currently this has been achieved by making rendering process correspond to the actual dynamic physical viewpoint of the user, using a head tracking device. Some systems consider direction of the viewers gaze for more accurate scenes [18]. Anyway researches are happening for discover improvements on this area.



After all, visual aspects of the Virtual Reality are more important. The main tradeoffs in this area are image detail versus rendering speed, and monoscopic versus stereo-scopic vision. In most applications of Virtual Reality, visual feedback is required. Therefore visual indications are possibly the most important feedback required in the Virtual Reality system. Also to achieve maximum reality, the pictures sent to the display have to be real time to avoid



Another research area of Virtual Reality is
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modeling and simulation of construction processes. The approach considered in here is 4D modeling. A 4D model combines 3D model with the appropriate scheduling data. That is integration of geometrical representation of the building together with scheduling data. There are several approaches tested for this purpose. One of them is called Automation approach. In here a Virtual Reality computer application with a reasoning engine or engines together with construction operations knowledge is used to generate 4D models and produce process plan showing how the building can be constructed.



4.1.1 Technologies used in collaborative learning virtual environment In the collaborative environment developed at the University of Hagen, which we discussed earlier, a real collaboration like in local seminar events is possible. The remote seminar room is based on open source multi user Virtual Reality client/server architecture and participants control the seminar environment with their standard web browser. The components used here are mainly based on web standards like VRML and JAVA, and usable on desktop computers and devices like PDAs. Here the seminar room has been modeled in VRML. The modeling includes 3D objects, light sources, and animations. This virtual room also equipped with a virtual projector and screen, to render a live audio/video stream like a lecture. All users of this collaborative virtual environment are represented by avatars, whose gestures are controlled by the owner. On the other hand in client side a VRML browser plug-in is used to display the virtual 3D environment.



4. Applications of Virtual Reality and Technologies Used in Each Virtual Environment Out of many different applications of Virtual Reality, several major application areas will be discussed in this section with a focus on real implementations. In most of the implemented Virtual Reality environments, Virtual Reality technologies have coupled with other technologies like web technologies. In here this coupling is more important, because drawbacks of the second technology can be caused to failure of the entire environment. Therefore it is important to discuss Virtual Reality technologies in related to an implemented environment.



In this system, communication middleware is based on the open source VRML collaborative virtual environment DeepMatrix which implements its functionality by Java and VRML [4]. Here DeepMatrix itself is a pair of client and server. The server communicates with all clients and provides them with updates of the 3D scene. The client applet controls the local VRML browser plug-in via the External Authoring Interface specifies by VRML to update the scene and senses the local user movements to send new positions to the server.



4.1 Distance Teaching and Learning Environments



A modified version of an additional DeepMatrix client, based on Eyematics Shout3d (Java 1.1 based VRML rendering engine) [8] is used in this environment by mobile (PDA and smart phone) users. This Java client runs on a ‘PersonalJava’ [21] virtual machine, which is a java runtime environment for mobile devices with limited resources.



Since Internet has become increasingly important medium for knowledge distribution over geographically distributed students, many universities has thought about developing collaborative Virtual Reality environments for workshop like events, using web based collaboration tools. One such example is distance teaching and learning methods implemented at University of Hagen [4].



For the audio, this system uses voice over IP with the open source, MBone based RAT audio tool, in unicast mode with a unicast multipoint reflector. As a backup the unicast multipoint reflector is connected to an ordinary phone line through a software application.



This implemented system is a web based bandwidth saving synchronous collaboration environment, which addresses multi-user related problems like interaction and shared resources. This environment allows simultaneous usage of a shared ‘virtual computer’ in a team. Students and tutors are represented by avatars in Virtual Reality, to avoid bandwidth consuming techniques like video conferencing; and students are able to interact via audio-conferencing, text chat as a backup and Virtual Reality based non verbal communication (gestures) [4].



To provide the users with a universal white board, a shared PC is used. Users connect to it through VNC Server (Virtual Network Computing Server) and it displays the desktop content of the shared computer in a web browser window.
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animation from several animation packages and combining them with an array of more than 200 basic behaviors. In here by dragging and dropping the behavior blocks together complex interactive behaviors can be created.



4.2 Telemedicine and Portable Virtual Environment in Clinical Psychology Nowadays technologies such as the Internet, email, and video teleconferencing are becoming familiar methods for diagnosis, therapy, education and training. It has produced an emerging field called “cybertherapy” whose focus is the use of communication and information technologies to improve the health care processes. One such implementation is VEPSY Updated project [9].



Virtools Player, the freely distributable viewer that allows anyone to see the 3D content, Virtools Web Player, a plug-in version of the regular player for browsers were used in this system.



4.3 Manufacturing Simulation



In the cybertherapy field, a central role is played by Virtual Reality, because of Virtual Reality provides communication interface and an experience. It is very useful in situations like medical staff to visualize complex medical data, particularly during surgery and for surgery planning. Actually, surgery-related applications of Virtual Reality fall mainly into three classes; surgery training, surgery planning and augmented reality for surgery sessions. For physicians and surgeons, the ultimate goal of Virtual Reality is the presentation of virtual objects to all of the human senses in a way identical to their natural counterpart. With the medical technologies become more and more information based, it is possible to represent a patient with higher reliability that the image may become a substitute for the patient. That is the medical avatar. In simple, an effective Virtual Reality system offers real like body parts or avatars that interact with external devices such as surgical instruments as near as possible to their real models.



Graphical animations have been a great benefit to simulation practitioners as a communication tool. Nowadays Virtual Reality technology with its ability of creating the illusion of an interactive three dimensional environments holds the promise of becoming the next step in expanding simulation’s role in communication. One such simulation is a joint software engineering project between the Human Interface Technology Laboratory and AutoSimulations, Inc to give people a way to experience a running simulation through a virtual interface, where they would feel as they were actually in a three-dimensional environment, rather than simply watching a computer screen. The primary objective of this kind of simulation study is to improve the quality of managerial decisions. Therefore, for a simulation to be useful to managers it has to satisfy some attributes like relevance, validity, usability, cost-effectiveness, high degree of confidence associated with its results, and provide solutions that are acceptable; and more or less those have been achieved by using Virtual Reality [14]. In here Virtual Reality is having the added advantage of conveying results clearly to the parties responsible for decision making, who traditionally have little or no technical background through its great animation capability.



For clinical psychologists and rehabilitation specialists the ultimate goal of Virtual Reality is to have active participants within a computergenerated three dimensional virtual world. This virtual environment provides participants the possibility of learning to manage a problematic situation related to a human. This kind of virtual environments are highly flexible and programmable. They enable the therapist to present a wide variety of controlled stimuli, such as a fearful situation, and to measure and monitor a wide variety of responses made by the user.



4.3.1 Technologies used in Manufacturing Simulation In this system user wears a Head Mounted Display (HMD) which conveys visual information to each eye by using two separate video screens. A tracking device allows the Virtual Reality system to monitor the user’s head position and orientation at all times, so according to the viewpoint user sees images. The user can turn in any direction and see objects in the environment in the same way that turn the head and discover what is behind [14]. Additionally user can move or fly through the environment by means of a hand held joysticks.



4.2.1 Technologies used in Cybertherapy application In the VEPSY Updated project, to produce the cybertherapy applications used in its clinical application, they have used PC based Virtual Reality platforms. To develop each module they have used the software called Virtools Dev. 2.0. Based on a building block and object oriented paradigm, Virtools makes interactive environments and characters by importing geometry and



When modeling the virtual factory, authors have
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used a software package called “Auto View” to film a running simulation. The Auto View film is stored as a time stamped three dimensional script of all actions within the simulated system. To play back the film, Auto View reads this file and creates an internal model of objects in the simulation. Then it steps through simulation time, updating objects according to the script and periodically regenerating three dimensional pictures of the simulation on the screen.



4.4.1 Technologies used in Virtual Open Heart Surgery Technically speaking open heart surgery simulator resolves a “volumetric spring mass system” entirely on the graphical processing unit. And visualization is decoupled from the underlying simulation. Haptic feedback of the simulation is provided at 500Hz and supported gestures include elastic tissue deformation by grabbing, cutting, and suturing [22]. In here use of graphical processing unit as a processor has provided the computational power necessary to simulate the deformation of complex morphology in real time.



However in this prototype virtual factory, there was a drawback of low animation speed (frames per second), which caused to limit the complexity of virtual environment to get necessary animation speed.



4.5 Driving Simulation Virtual Reality devices offer natural solution for inexpensive and compact driving simulation, maintaining a high degree of the immersion feeling. In here, Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) are used to obtain proper immersion sensation for the driver within the virtual scene with no limitation of the viewing area. The driver’s interaction is produced through a sensorized cockpit. Users are able to steer, speed up, and break [20].



4.4 Virtual Open Heart Surgery Medical surgery is not a simple task. Also it is not possible to undo a part of the surgery, if something mistakenly happened. Even though how complex the task is, surgeons will not get a chance to rehearsal a surgery, before the real task. As a solution for this problem, a team from University of Aarhus, Denmark has developed a new training tool for complex heart surgeries, called "open heart surgery simulator" for simulating surgeries on congenitally malformed hearts [22]. This tool is capable of illustrating various elements of difficult surgical procedures, and it allows surgeons to rehearse these elements virtually.



In driving simulation, many different levels of static and dynamic information are needed to represent all objects and processes involved in a driving scenario. Three different levels of information were used by a research conducted by University of Valencia, Spain [20] because of detail of the environment has to change according to the relative distance and driver’s viewing angle. First level is driving area which is decomposed into links and junctions from the most abstract point of view. The second level is entities related to the objects to be visualized. It includes surrounding buildings, traffic lights, pavements, etc. the third level is formed by structures that are not visualized but are necessary to describe the motion of vehicles, such as lanes.



For the surgery simulation, morphologically accurate models of congenitally malformed hearts were constructed using MRI data and integrate them with graphical settings representing the surgical environment. In here complex cardiac malformations are not identical from patient to patient. Therefore this simulator facilitates to reconstruct the morphology of individual patients. In addition as an alternative way, more generalized malformations of morphology can be created using the simulator.



Another important aspect in driving simulation is traffic simulation, to maintain the sensation of being immersed in a real urban driving situation. But unlike the usual high cost traffic simulations, Virtual Reality environments only need to include those links and junctions that are actually seen by the driver, marked as active for the scene.



With the development of this field, virtual surgery is expected to become a natural supplement to and even replace parts of current surgical training. In here new tools will take trainee surgeons faster and more efficiently through their learning curves in near future. Additionally these kinds of tools will help experienced surgeons during their pre-operative planning of the most complex cases.



There are some concerns in real driving simulation. One thing is to increase the geometry and traffic complexity in the urban junctions, since junctions may be the ones need most attention and, demanding part of the urban scenario. Another aspect is to develop new database structures and
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association of several thousand labs verified and silico predicted proteins. In addition to them, these databases contain expression information (Profiles) of proteins in multiple tissues which has both normal and abnormal pathology. Integrating, visualizing and mining the information in these databases is the challenge, that Virtual Reality applications going to address.



management techniques that allow the simultaneous representation of urban and highway scenarios.



4.5.1 Technologies Used in Driving Simulation Because of different levels of data representation of this type of simulation, techniques used in database are more important. Therefore three concepts are significant to organize this heterogeneous database. One is co-relation of different levels. Second is the organization of the database in a connection network. This is required in order to reduce the cost of all processes of navigation through the database. This structure will also help when selecting which objects belong to a surrounding area near the driver (the local area). Third concept is the ‘hierarchical organization’ of the database. The representation of the scene geometry as a tree allows decisions to be taken in order to reduce the amount of data sent to the graphics hardware to be processed.



The reason for why Virtual Reality is suitable for this domain is that the human visual system is able to process enormous amounts of information in real time, which also provide insights into the data that would otherwise be impossible to gain. But this genomic data visualization has challenges. Main challenge is visualizing relations between entities. Because of the natural way of visualizing relations by drawing 2D graphs is not efficient here, 3D graphs, which is more suitable for displaying large structures by using its additional dimension were used. For an effective visualization of these 3D graphs Virtual Reality technology is used. This Virtual Reality technology includes stereo vision (different images for left and right eyes to enable depth cues). It also includes motion tracking where hand and head movements are measured.



In addition simulating images in mirrors is also a challenging task. Because of unlike conventional screen simulators that use static sub windows, these rear mirrors need to be actually placed in the 3D space like any other object [20]. One option is to render mirror image separately and map it as a texture on the mirror surface. Another option is to redraw the mirror image directly over the direct image, avoiding changing pixels outside the mirror limits. In order to avoid an increase in time cost due to the repetition of the render for each mirror, we can restrict the detail and attributes of those images, or not render them at all when the user is not looking directly towards the rear mirror.



In here two approaches are used to mine genomic data, one based on the hierarchical relations of proteins in a gene family and the other based on many to many relations of gene expression profiles [5].



4.6.1 Technologies Used in Mining the Human Genome The visualization challenge is to display a large number of hierarchical relations between proteins. The relations are defined by a gene family tree as they are based on sequence similarity. The gene family tree is computed with a neighbor joining algorithm using the software package called Clustal-W.



4.6 Mining the Human Genome using Virtual Reality Virtual Reality can be applied for the purpose of visualizing hierarchical relationships within a gene family and for applying Virtual Reality for visualizing networks of gene expression data [5]. This is considered as one of modern approaches of dealing with the current speed of new genomic data gathering and integration (The speed of genomic data gathering has recently increased through automated technology like DNA microarrays). The visualization and integration of information from multiple databases can aid pharmaceutical researches in selecting target genes or proteins for new drugs. There are public as well as private genomic databases available over the world. They are containing the nucleotides sequence, genomic location, the function and the gene family



In the implementation of this virtual application a modular approach named “sarasim” is used. In there the Python interpreter has used and all application components were in the form of Python modules. Application specific components were implemented in C++ and were able to automatically convert them for use in Python by using a tool called “SWIG”. To provide the 3D graphics functionality a Python module created from SGI’s OpenGL Performer library is used. It offers scene graph and real-time rendering functionality on top of
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superior to the methods like videotaping, which had been used so far. With Virtual Reality user is able to change the point of view and gain additional information and visualization from the recorded motion.



OpenGL. To provide the Virtual Reality functionality Python module based on a library called CAVELib is used [5].



4.7 Virtual Reality for Gaming Systems Virtual Reality can be applied for gaming in two main ways. First is to develop games with virtual environments, where users play in simulated version of real environments or totally imagined environments. Second is to human animation and motion analysis, in the area of sports training applications, with the purpose of assisting instructors.



In such an application implemented in Czech Technical University for teaching Tennis [23], there were motion analysis experiments implemented for the purpose of gain additional information about the behavior of the body and about the motion itself, while performing the motion. One direction of these experiments is for visualization of the changes of the angle in particular joints of the body. The other for the analysis of behavior of the tennis player’s racket, focused on finding the right spot to strike the ball.



For the game development, Virtual Reality related area called Augmented Reality (AR) is getting popular. Technically speaking, “Augmented Reality is the process of over laying and aligning computer generated images over a user’s view of the physical world” [24].



In this project, the analyzed motion is shown by an animating virtual model of human body called “humanoid body”. The model of humanoid body implemented a set of joints that would allow performing realistic copy of the real person’s move. In here only limited number of joints have implemented because some joints have no significance in the animated moves.



4.7.1 Technologies Used in Virtual Reality Gaming Systems In the Virtual Reality application for game playing, the environment was built using a transparent HMD placed on the user’s head. Then an internal half silvered mirror has used to combine images from an LCD display with user’s vision of the world. By combining this display technology with a wearable computer, it was possible for the user to walk outdoors and visualize graphical objects that were not normally visible.



Figure 2: Augmented-reality displays will overlay computer-generated graphics onto the real world [15] This technology has opened a new direction for video game development. Nowadays with the commercially available affordable wearable computers and head mounted displays, it is possible to develop augmented reality entertainment applications suitable for an outdoor environment. One such implementation [24] allows users to move in the physical world, and at the same time experience computer generated graphical monsters and objects. In this game, player runs around a virtual world shooting at monsters, collecting objects, and completing objectives.



When the user walk around outdoors, to match the player’s current position and orientation, digital compass and GPS were used respectively. Apart from that several other interfaces for the application were also written to control weapons firing, and also to allow external programs to monitor progress by sending out UDP states packets [24]. When talking about implementation of the tennis teaching application, it has been implemented as a Java Applet connected to a VRML scene through the Java External Authority Interface. The animation data was stored separately in text files. The information about the animation files available in a special index file that is given to the Applet as a parameter.



For the sports training applications, that is in the area of physical education virtual human simulation is using successfully. The advantage of this mechanism is Virtual Reality can provide one of best demonstration and feedback mechanism that are available so far. In simple, Virtual Reality is



The term ‘animation’ in this context means the
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Computing. In here Augmented Reality is playing a major role.



data that describe the motion. The animation data is a description of positions of selected points in space during the motion. Here this application works with a library of animations that are available for viewing and analysis [23].



Researchers have already started to pull graphics out of computer display and integrate them into real world environments using this new technology, called Augmented Reality. While Virtual Reality creates immersive, computer-generated environments, Augmented Reality adds graphics, sounds, haptics and smell to the natural world as it exists. Gaming applications are already considering this, but this technology will have countless applications. Everyone from tourists to military troops will benefit from the ability to place computer-generated graphics in their field of vision.



The Applet allows starting, stopping and pausing animations and viewing them from various points of view. It also allows performing analysis of selected animation. In addition the speed of animation is also adjustable. Tracing frame by frame is another added function of this implementation. Also the activity of selected joint was visualized as a graph of the angles with time.



5. Future direction of Virtual Reality and related applications



Augmented reality has the potential to truly change the way we view the world. One such application will be a person walk along an unfamiliar street wearing normal looking pair of glasses, and informative graphics will appear in his/her field of view, and audio will coincide with whatever seen.



The possibility of offering Virtual Reality services to patients (under therapist supervision) in the home has already become a reality, but this practice has yet to become widespread. Internet based Virtual Reality system’s support may possibly enhance the quality of life of those with cancer, AIDS who are not always able to obtain the needed social support.



In addition several enabling technologies are influencing the Virtual Reality developments. Small portable displays that can be clipped to eyeglasses, retinal displays are improving with resolution and contrast. Advances in networking, especially wireless technology providing communication to great extent, while Bluetooth providing general location information in addition to a high bandwidth channel.



Various workshops like trainings conducted by specialists may also become available through the Internet, making it possible for interested individuals throughout the world to participate. Creating virtual models of various engineering works is also getting popular. Using a virtual model of a building plan people can walk through the structure before the foundation is even laid. Clients can move around and ask questions, or even suggest alterations to the design. Virtual models give a much more accurate idea of how moving through a building will feel. Car companies also have started using Virtual Reality technology in the same way to build virtual prototypes of new vehicles for efficient testing of design. They are also planning ways to test the entire model before producing the real product.



Figure 3: Video Eyeglasses (Teleglass) - One of the Head Mounted Display units with Bluetooth Receiver [2]



In addition, video games continue to improve in realism and flexibility.



Virtual Reality has shown the promise of being the “ultimate human computer interface”. This would incorporate a natural, sensitive interface between a human and a machine generated work environment.



When predicting the future of Virtual Reality, ignoring other related, advancing research fields and interaction between them is a common mistake done by many people. In reality Virtual Reality's future cannot be separated from other fields such as Augmented Reality, Ubiquitous Computing (where technology becomes virtually invisible in our lives or technology we use will be embedded in our environment), Machine Vision and Wearable



6. Limitations of Virtual Reality Simulation Lag is a known issue in networked virtual environments, where users are
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of new design theories to manage this interaction.



geographically distributed. Due to packet delay, loss, and jitter, there are always momentary lacks of synchronization. On the other hand many mechanisms are available for dealing with this problem, but they don’t adequately address the necessary realism, and sense of co-presence in the virtual environments (which are called Collaborative Virtual Environments - CVE) during closely coupled (interacting real time) haptic tasks which manipulate shared objects, such as medical training, surgery planning, tele-mentoring, industrial training and gaming, [1].



Moreover people criticize Virtual Reality technology and those environments, because of its old nature of (still same for some extent) bulky and expensive. Technological advancements have resolved this up to great extent, but still there are concerns. Virtual Reality worlds experienced in a head set are generally disappointing. There are a great many things that cannot do well in Virtual Reality. Further criticizers say that visually, virtual environments are still cartoonish and lacking in realism. Also the combination of current tracker technology and the graphics pipe line guarantee a lag between head movement and response of the visual image, while the space can be tracked is small.



Simulation lag in these environments causes sense of touch and force feedback like effects in wrong time and present different view for the same shared objects at same time.



Another problem with virtual environments is with bad or uncomfortable ergonomics and trouble with sense of balance, users can be experienced cyber-sickness, with symptoms that can include disorientation and vomiting.



Researchers are happening to evaluate a new approach for this problem, which does not try to hide the simulation lag from the user but it encourages user to involve in the process. It uses decorators, which use visual cues to inform the user, so the users are aware of the state of the delay in the application and can cope with it using intuitive strategies such as slowing down or waiting longer for the other side, if possible [1].



As same as many new technologies, a variety of health issues are possible with virtual environments, which has not given an enough consideration yet [19]. There can be various health issues occur due to continuous association with virtual environment and technologies. More common one is risks with human visual system. Not like desktop systems, but large immersive display screens need big refresh rate in order to avoid seeing flicker in moving scenarios, which is technically and computationally expensive. Here various tradeoffs used in virtual environments can be harmful.



PARADISE Research Laboratory and Distributed Collaborative Virtual Environments Research Laboratory, Canada has proposed architecture to use of this solution [1]. According to it certain update messages have been used while users collaborate over the network. These messages used to reflect the actions of the participants as well as the state of the shared objects. Then these messages are used to synchronize remote instances of the environment. To handle jitter, a receiver side buffer has implemented and this buffer is used to smooth the jitter. In addition number of decorators is used in collaborative haptic applications. These decorators are control by a prediction algorithm, which takes into account the key updates in an interaction stream.



Head Mounted Displays and other equipments used are considerably heavier and therefore provide additional load on the body. The long term effects of this unnatural load can be vary, but user discomfort has often reported while using these equipments.



In recent years Virtual Reality related hardware components has been improved rapidly and the cost also been decreased. High quality video and audio boards and newer tracking systems with better accuracy and less latency are examples for it. But the area of interpreting the user’s actions and displaying the proper information back to them has not developed in the same phase. So, the usability of improved areas is also affected by the limitations imposed by this matter. Giving a simple solution for this problem is hardened due to the nature of Virtual Reality interaction, which is not constrained and also highly context sensitive. So there is a need



Another health issue is repetitive strain injury, which occurs due to carrying out repeated activities for long time. Most of those injuries have been reported in association with using standard input devices such as 3D mice, data gloves, joysticks and keyboards and they leave the victim functionally disabled. However the amount of effect is dependent on the design of the interface. Head Mounted Displays are often used enclosed design and generate a considerable amount of heat in powering the displays. This can often lead to some sweating for the user particularly if the
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because of high price of building and maintaining these factors, Virtual Reality has not become part of the mainstream in industry and academic sectors. So it is worthwhile to measure the significance of each factor and discard them where possible according to the applications area to find a low cost effective Virtual Reality system for the particular field.



immersive tasks need a certain amount of physical activity. As a solution for this some HMD manufacturers now provide removable, washable pads positioned where the HMD cradle is normally in contact with the skin of the wearer, but not yet widely used. In addition to those issues, simulator sickness and headache like issues are also possible in virtual environments.



According to a research conducted to find low cost Virtual Reality display system for education [7], they have found stereo views did not improve search performance inside virtual environment (stereo provides depth information that assists very little with navigation and search). Further they say side screens have no impact, even though users think they do. The research also suggests a large single screen Virtual Reality system may be sufficient to support navigation tasks in virtual world. In addition, it says single screen systems are less expensive than their multiple screen counterparts, which indicate that academic institutions may be able to spend less on their Virtual Reality equipments.



When dealing with these limitations, the big challenges in this field are developing better tracking systems, finding more natural ways to allow users to interact within a virtual environment and decreasing the time it takes to build virtual environments. Here most Virtual Reality developers have to rely on and adapt technology originally developed for another discipline, and they have to hope that the company producing the technology stays in business, because of a few companies around world producing those items.



7. Discussion Usage of Virtual Reality technology has a series of advantages when we compare it with the traditional approaches in each discussed field. On the other hand, there are lots of concerns as well, which needs to be addressed.



There is a concept called edutainment, which is the art of "acquiring knowledge within an entertainment setting" [16]. It has been considered to combine this concept with Virtual Reality to aid children with learning difficulties (Here learning difficulties are those whose ability limited from a biological impairment rather than socioenvironmental factors). Individuals with learning difficulties show attraction towards visual contents, such as videos and computers, and this has been considered to use as a way of improving attention patterns, which is more difficult when other conventional resources are used, as they are less intensive and not totally focused on the concept [16].



For example, Computer Supported Collaborative Learning environments are still difficult to handle. Limitations of Internet access like difficulties increase the need of backup solutions for synchronous events. Still the collaborative learning system at the Hagen University [4] has worked very reliable and has offered high quality communication to all participants, in a seminar took place with a total of twelve participants from all over the Germany. So it indicates that, this sort of systems will become part of the organizations in near future.



When consider the psychological treatments field using Virtual Reality, there are several main advantages that can be found [11]. Virtual Reality allows structuring treatment in a protected environment. Multiple situations, difficulties, unforeseen events, errors, dramatic consequences can be practiced without taking risk. Patient too feels safe in the virtual situation supported by the therapist.



Virtual Reality systems differ from traditional computer graphic displays in the way that participants are offered an experience that is highly interactive and immersive. In here there are two essential measures of an effective Virtual Reality display system, from the viewpoint of the user. They are the degree to which the equipment facilitates user tasks in the environment and the degree to which the environment provides a high sense of presence. To satisfy these two, a number of factors have significant impact, for instance frame rates, head tracking, field of view like display parameters, sound, haptics, virtual body representations, physical body engagement. But



In addition Virtual Reality can be used to provide stimuli for patients with mental disorders and who cannot imagine well. Also the treatment will be performed within the confines of a room, thus avoiding public embarrassment and violation of patient confidentiality.
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Virtual Reality” section.



Virtual environments have the added advantage of simulation of situations without feeling threatened, neither by the external world nor by oneself, because of absolute security of being protected, since nothing he or she fears can occur. This is possible because of operator has the greater control over multiple stimulus parameters, as well as ability to isolate the particular parameters that are most essential in generating responses [s13new].



Most of the places and so far in this paper, it has only been discussed the technological advancements and achievements of Virtual Reality related technologies. But there is another side that should be more considered is the social implications of these technologies. And also health issues which can be caused. Since the use of virtual reality has increased in many areas of society such as communication, business, education, and medicine it cause the lives of all people, even those who do not use computer technology to be impacted. Therefore it is important to aware of where the separation between virtual reality and real life exists due to this steady increase of virtual reality use. And also this separation is slowly disappearing as virtual reality shaping our health and livelihood in some areas in the same way the medicine effects.



Virtual Reality allows to grade the situation in such a way that the patient can move forward from the easiest act to the most difficult ones. Step by step, starting from the knowledge and domain of the interactions with the different parts of the virtual world, he or she will be able to survive with and control the real world [10]. Virtual Reality allows a remarkable control of the situation, while there is no need to wait for the events to be produced in the real world. Additionally it allows the person to go beyond reality.



Some psychologists have pointed out that immersion in virtual environments can psychologically affect a user. Real world examples for this can be found in one of major Virtual Reality application area of gaming.



There are many possibilities in medical training that Virtual Reality technology can be used to assist, starting from possibility to repeat the training many times, before executing the procedure in a real patient. Therefore framework development for medical training is more useful. The formation of objects that are frequently used in medical training is a necessity for training applications and medical simulation to obtain the realism in virtual environment and also for efficient and faster development of applications in this area. So it was proposed to develop of an object oriented framework, which will also reuse applications like collision detection, stereoscopy and deformation while making a separation in the codes of these applications removing all the classes and methods related to the interface and import files [3]. The separation was recommended because of only the classes and methods were reused of particular area.



In here psychologists indicate that virtual environments which place a user in violent situations as most of the games do can result in user becoming less sensitive to the fear doing them. Also, repeated exposure of virtual environment experiences can lead to a kind of cyber addiction. Nowadays there are news stories of gamers neglecting their real lives activities for playing their favorite games. So engaging in more real like virtual environments can potentially be more addictive. Another emerging concern related to virtual environments is involving criminal acts. "In the virtual world, defining acts such as murder has been problematic. At what point can authorities charge a person with a real crime for actions within a virtual environment? Studies indicate that people can have real physical and emotional reactions to stimuli within a virtual environment, and so it’s quite possible that a victim of a virtual attack could feel real emotional trauma." [13] But, can the attacker be punished for causing real-life distress is a problem.



It is also suggested to have an interface for this kind of framework, which allows the user to choose the desired characteristics for the medical training. Based on the characteristics and the chosen objects the system should be able to create a virtual environment and the respective source code should be available to the user, allowing user to realize alterations in the application and include other necessary characteristics [3]. Even though Virtual Reality technologies provide great solutions over traditional technologies in many areas, Virtual Reality itself has various limitations as discussed in the “Limitations in the



8. Progress of the study In the first phase of the research, I have been able to get the fundamental knowledge of the Virtual
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Reality technology including hardware components, software applications, applicable areas and limitations. In here focus was given to more on software and hardware technologies.
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